One of the fastest steps in the initial decomposition of HFCs under combustion conditions is hydrogen atom abstraction by hydroxyl radicals. We have utilized ab initio quantum mechanics and transition-state theory (TST) to calculate the temperature dependence of rate constants for the reactions of OH with CH 4 , CH 3 F, CH 2 F 2 , and CHF 3 . Rate constants calculated using HF/6-31G(d) frequencies and MP2(full)/6-31G(d) structures to evaluate reactant and transition-state partition functions and the Hartree-Fock imaginary frequency, ω i , to compute Eckart tunneling factors, Γ, yielded rate constants that were substantially greater than experiment. Adjustment of the energy barrier to effect agreement between experimental and calculated rate constants at 298 K gave Arrhenius plots that exhibited markedly greater curvature than measured rate constants. When the imaginary frequency and barrier height were calculated by fitting high-level (G2) energies along the reaction path with a semiempirical Eckart function, it was found that the calculated imaginary frequency is a factor of 2.5 lower than the HF/6-31G(d) value, indicating that the energy barrier is considerably broader than predicted by the latter frequency. When the new imaginary frequencies and barrier heights were used to calculate rate constants, it was found that k TST < k expt but that lowering the barrier height (by an average of 4.7 kJ/mol for the four reactions) yields calculated rate constants that are in excellent agreement with experiment at all temperatures.
Introduction
Halons (bromofluorocarbons), including CF 3 Br, are excellent fire suppression agents. However, it has been well documented in recent years that these species efficiently catalyze destruction of stratospheric ozone; 1,2 hence, their further commercial production has been severely restricted. 1, 3 Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have a diminished ozone depletion; therefore, these compounds have been proposed as transitional replacements for the perhalogenated halons. 4, 5 Evaluation of the efficacy of these compounds to serve as alternative fire suppressants is aided by high-temperature computational kinetic modeling of the interactions of HFCs and their decomposition products with the species present in hydrocarbon fires. The reliability of this modeling is critically dependent upon the accuracy of estimated rate constants for the various reactions involving these species under combustion conditions (typically above 2000 K). Unfortunately, the required kinetic data are often unavailable or else have been measured only at temperatures below 1000 K.
One of the most important species responsible for flame propagation is the hydroxyl radical, which can also act to initiate decomposition of the proposed extinguishment agent via hydrogen atom abstraction:
In this investigation, we have utilized ab initio quantum mechanics and canonical transition-state theory (TST) to calculate the rate constants for hydrogen abstraction from methane and the three hydrogen-containing fluoromethanes at temperatures ranging from 250 to 2000 K. The computational methods, results, and comparison to experimental rate constants are presented below. One goal is to test methodologies that could be applied to larger molecules, such as the potential fire suppression agent heptafluoropropane.
Rate constants were evaluated using the standard Eyring TST expression: 12 in which ∆E e ‡ is the classical energy barrier (excluding ZPE), Q TS and Q Rct are the partition functions of the transition state and reactants, and Γ is a tunneling factor. The partition functions were evaluated using MP2(full)/6-31G(d) moments of inertia and HF/6-31G(d) frequencies (scaled by 0.8929) using standard formulas. 13 The electronic partition function of the OH radical was evaluated using the experimental splitting of 139.7 cm -1 in the 2 Π ground state. 14 The ground electronic level of the transition state was assumed to be a degenerate doublet. Vibrations were treated as harmonic oscillators with the exception of the X 3 C‚‚H‚‚OH torsional mode of the transition state, which was treated as a hindered internal rotor using the new polynomial expression proposed by Ayala and Schlegel 15 to compute Q HR . There are at least two ways to determine the reduced moment of inertia, I r , required to evaluate this partition function. In one method, proposed by Truhlar, 16 the internal rotation axis is adjusted to require cancellation of the internal angular moment of the two groups. However, application of this procedure (as implemented in a subroutine of the POLYRATE program 17, 18 ) yielded effective internal rotation axes lying as much as 80°away from the C‚‚H‚‚O axis. Therefore, we chose instead to utilize the intuitively straightforward method in which the X 3 C and O-H group moments are calculated about the approximately linear C‚‚H‚‚O axis. This yields I r ) 1.20 × 10 -47 kg m 2 for the CH 4 reaction and a nearly constant value of I r ) 1.46 × 10 -47 kg m 2 for reactions of the three fluoromethanes.
The tunneling factor, Γ, was evaluated using an Eckart potential function, 19 which yields an analytical expression for the transmission coefficient that can then be integrated to obtain Γ. 20 The Eckart potential is a function of both the forward and reverse energy barriers, V 1 and V 2 , including ZPE; thus,
The potential also depends on the reaction coordinate corresponding to the barrier maximum, x 0 , and a parameter characterizing the barrier width, ∆, and is given by
The width parameter is related to the imaginary frequency, ω i , via the relations where f and µ are the vibration's force constant and reduced mass.
Initial tunneling calculations were performed using the HF/ 6-31G(d) imaginary frequency and barriers determined from G2 energies of the reactants and products and at the maximum in the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) IRC. As discussed below, this procedure yielded unrealistic values of Γ, leading to an alternative method for determination of the tunneling factor.
Results and Discussion
Transition-State Geometries. Selected transition-state geometric parameters for the four reactions are presented in Table  1 . Also shown in the table are the inertia products and scaled frequencies required for evaluation of the transition-state partition functions. Reactant energies, geometries, and frequencies, required for the calculations, are published elsewhere; 21 the product energies (including zero-point energies), which are needed to evaluate the reverse energy barrier (required for the tunneling calculation), have also been calculated. 22 One observes from the table that the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) values of R(C‚‚H) and R(H‚‚O) are shorter and longer, respectively, than the HF/6-31G(d) bond lengths (in parentheses) for all reactions. There have been a number of earlier studies of the transition-state geometries and kinetics of the CH 4 + OH reaction, utilizing a variety of basis sets. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The results found here are consistent with the previous investigations, in which earlier transition states were reported for the correlated energy geometries. One observes also that, as reported earlier for the CH 4 reaction, the C‚‚H‚‚O angle's deviation from linearity in all four transition states is somewhat greater when electron correlation is included in the optimization. The earlier reported changes in the H 3 C‚‚H‚‚OH transition-state geometry, from staggered to eclipsed with the inclusion of electron correlation, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] are also found here. However, this trend does not extend to all members of the fluoromethane series since, as seen in the table, one finds eclipsed conformations at both the HF and MP2 levels for the H 2 FC‚‚H‚‚OH and F 3 C‚‚H‚‚OH transi- Table 2 ).
tion states. Fu et al. 28 have also reported an eclipsed TS for the latter reaction at the MP2/6-311G(d,p) level. Rate Constants. Displayed in the third column of Table 2 are the forward and reverse classical energy barriers (excluding vibrational ZPE, which is included in the vibrational partition functions) for the four reactions calculated from G2 energies of the reactants and products and of the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) transition states. The table also contains the HF/6-31G(d) imaginary frequencies, ω i (sixth column), at the transition state (required for the tunneling calculations). These parameters together with transition-state and reactant inertia products and frequencies were used to calculate the rate constants via eq 2.
Displayed in Figure 1 is an Arrhenius plot of the temperature dependence of k TST for the reaction CH 4 + OH [dashed line], for which there is the most accurate experimental data [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [plotted as symbols] over the broadest range of temperatures. The dotted line in the figure represents the recommended temperature dependence of k expt from the review of Baulch et al. 37 One sees that the calculated rate constants are considerably greater than measured values at low to moderate temperatures (by as much as an order of magnitude or more at room temperature and below). It is not uncommon to observe significant deviations of TST rate constants from experiment, which are often attributed to errors in the calculated energy barrier. Because of the exponential dependence of k TST on C, an error of only 5 kJ/mol in the barrier height would yield a value of k TST /k expt ≈ 7.5 at room temperature (not considering changes in Γ with barrier height).
A common remedy for this problem is to adjust the barrier height to effect equality of the calculated and experimental rates at a reference temperature (often taken to be 298 K). The energy barrier was adjusted iteratively [the required recalculation of Γ prohibits direct determination of δ(∆E e ‡ )], and it was found that k TST ) k expt at 298 K when the ab initio barrier is increased by 8.0 kJ/mol (to 39.2 kJ/mol). The calculated rate constants using the higher value of ∆E e ‡ are plotted in Figure 1 [solid curve]. One observes clearly from this plot that the computed rate constants exhibit markedly greater curvature over the complete temperature range than do the experimental k's. Therefore, it may be concluded that errors in k TST cannot be attributed primarily to incorrect ab initio barrier heights.
Although not shown, comparison of calculated rate constants with experimental data for the reaction of OH with CH 3 F, 38-41 CH 2 F 2 , 38,39,42-44 and CHF 3 38,39,41,42,44 exhibit the same trends; i.e., values of k TST are significantly greater than experiment when the ab initio barriers are used and exhibit too much curvature when the barrier is raised to produce agreement between k TST and k expt at 298 K.
A Revised Procedure. To investigate further the source(s) of error in the calculated rate constants, we decided to explore the reaction path energies at a higher level of theory. As reported by one of the authors, 20 when the IRC for a reaction is determined at various levels of theory, the shape of the PES, including its breadth, peak position, and barrier height, is dependent upon the chosen basis set and level of electron correlation correction. However, the reaction path geometries are relatively insensitive to the basis set. Accordingly, one may efficiently calculate a reasonable energetically accurate highlevel IRC utilizing geometries determined at a lower level. Therefore, to obtain a better characterization of the PES, we have calculated G2 energies (excluding ZPE) at various points along the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) IRC for all four reactions. The results for CH 4 + OH are displayed in Figure 2 .
The diamonds in this figure are the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) energies along the IRC computed at this level. The dashed curve represents the PES one obtains when the HF/6-31G(d) imaginary frequency and the G2 energy at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) maximum are used to characterize the shape and position of the energy barrier, and the circles are G2 energies (without ZPE) determined at points along the MP2 IRC. The solid curve represents the fit of an Eckart function (eqs 3) to the G2 energies subject to the constraint that V 1 -V 2 ) ∆E rxn (i.e., the forward and reverse barriers must be consistent with the calculated overall energy change for the reaction). The solid curve in Figure 2 is an imperfect fit to the filled circles, but a major improvement over the dashed curve, and is probably within the uncertainty of the G2 calculations ((6 kJ mol -1 ).
One observes several significant differences in the shape of the new G2 PES compared to that of the lower level curve. In addition to a shift in the barrier maximum (which has no impact on calculated rate constants), the new barrier height is somewhat greater and the breadth of G2 IRC is substantially greater than the curve generated using ω i (HF). These differences are quantified for all four reactions in Table 2 . ∆E e ‡ [Eck] and ω i - [Eck] are the barrier height and imaginary frequency determined by the Eckart function fit to the G2 energies. One finds that, in every case, the fitted barrier height is somewhat greater than the value determined at the MP2(full)/6-31(d) transition state. More significantly, the fitted imaginary frequencies, ω i [Eck], are much lower than values of ω i [HF/6-31G(d)], by approximately a factor of 2.5 for all four reactions, indicating a much greater breadth of the higher level G2 IRC. As shown below, this large change in ω i has a major impact on the calculated tunneling factors, which are quite sensitive to the PES curvature.
The values of V 1 , V 2 , and ∆ (and, hence, ω i ) obtained from a fit of the G2 energies along the reaction path characterize the classical PES without vibrational zero-point energy. However, as noted briefly above (section II), it is important to include the ZPE when calculating the tunneling factor, Γ. 45 Therefore, V 1 and V 2 (and thus A and B in eq 3) were adjusted by adding in the ZPE's calculated for the reactants, products, and transition states, and then Γ was evaluated as described elsewhere. 20 Since the zero-point energy of the transition state for the reactions studied here is lower than for either the products or reactants, this adjustment lowers the barriers somewhat, which corresponds to a lower curvature and, hence, a somewhat diminished imaginary frequency, which is shown in the last column of Table  2 [ω i (adj)].
Results Using the Revised Procedure. As shown in Figure  3 for the CH 4 + OH reaction, the effect of using the revised parameters from the higher level G2 IRC on the calculated tunneling factors is quite striking. Whereas the Hartree-Fock imaginary frequencies and barriers heights calculated at the MP2 IRC maximum yielded a change in Γ [squares] of at least 3 orders of magnitude over the range from 250 to 2000 K, the variation in the tunneling efficiency is a much more modest factor of <10 when using the fitted values of the imaginary frequency and barrier heights. Although not shown, similar dramatic decreases in the variation of Γ were observed for reactions of the three fluoromethanes when ω i [HF] was replaced by ω i [Eck] in the tunneling calculation. From these results, it is clear that the excess curvature in the Arrhenius plot of the calculated rate constants (vide supra) resulted from calculated tunneling efficiencies that were far too high at the lower temperatures.
We have recalculated rate constants for the four abstraction reactions using the new fitted PES parameters from Table 2 ; the results are displayed in Figure 4 [dashed curves]. One observes that now k TST is significantly lower than k expt for all of the reactions, except for CH 4 + OH ( Figure 4A ) at elevated temperatures. Once again, though, assuming that the deviations are due predominantly to errors in the calculated barrier heights, the value of ∆E e ‡ was adjusted to require that k TST ) k expt at 298 K; the adjusted values of the barrier heights for the four reactions are given in Table 2 (∆E e ‡ [RT fit]). For reference, we include in Table 3 parameters obtained from modified "Arrhenius" fits (of the form k ) AT n e -B/T ) to both calculated rate constants and experimental data on the four reactions.
As shown by the solid curves in Figure 4 , the adjusted rate constants are generally in very good agreement with experiment at all temperatures for which measured rates are available. In particular, one observes that the curvatures of the calculated Arrhenius plots match the experimental data rather well, unlike the initial results using Hartree-Fock imaginary frequencies (described above). The good agreement with experiment may also be seen in Table 4 , in which values of k calc and the ratio k calc /k expt (in parentheses) are displayed as a function of temperature for the four reactions. One sees from Figure 4A and Table 4 that our calculated rate constants for hydrogen abstraction from CH 4 at temperatures of around 1500 K and above lie between the reported measurements in refs 29 and 32. However, they are approximately 2-3 times larger than the recommendation of Baulch et al. 37 in this temperature regime. This may reflect the importance at the highest temperatures of variational effects, which were not considered in the present study.
One finds from Table 2 that the errors in the barrier heights are systematically positive; the average decrease in barrier height required to match experiment at 298 K is 4.7 ( 1.6 kJ/mol. This trend is not surprising and is in good agreement with the recent results of one of the authors, 20 who recommended a general G2 energy barrier correction of -5.2 kJ/mol based on analysis of the H + H 2 reaction. That correction is rather close to the average required adjustment of -4.7 kJ/mol found for the four reactions studied here. In fact, our value of ∆E e ‡ [RT fit] for the reaction of CH 4 + OH is only 0.1 kJ/mol higher than the G2 value in Table IX of ref 20b . This apparently high accuracy for the empirically corrected G2 barrier height benefits from a fortuitous cancellation of errors, since we have omitted the effects of variations of the ZPE along the IRC. Our value calculated from addition of the ZPE to the maximum along the classical (vibrationless) IRC could be several kJ/mol below the maximum along the vibrationally adiabatic IRC.
A procedure commonly utilized in the calculation of transition-state energies is to compute a high-level energy barrier at the maximum in a lower level IRC. As found here (Table 2) , the actual G2 barrier heights (∆E e ‡
[Eck]) are higher than barriers obtained at the MP2 IRC maximum (∆E e ‡ -[G2/MP2(max)]) since the maxima of the two PESs do not coincide (Figure 2 ). Yet as found here and elsewhere, 20 most methods, including G2, tend to overestimate the true energy barriers. Hence, the above simple procedure benefits from a fortuitous partial cancellation of error.
As discussed above, incorrect values of the reaction path's imaginary frequency form the greatest source of error in the calculation of the tunneling factor for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions since the barrier's curvature, ∂ 2 V/∂x 2 , is proportional to ω i 2 . In principle, a less computationally intensive procedure than fitting high-level energies along the IRC to obtain an accurate measure of PES curvature would be to perform the frequency analysis with a larger basis set and higher level treatment of electron correlation. Accordingly, we have reoptimized the CH 4 + OH transition state at the QCISD/6-311G-(d,p) level and obtained a value of ω i ) 1885 cm -1 . While clearly an improvement over the HF/6-31G(d) result, the higher level frequency is still more than 60% greater than the value obtained from the Eckart fit. This frequency yields a roomtemperature tunneling factor of approximately Γ(298) ≈ 20, which is still almost an order of magnitude greater than the value obtained using the fitted frequency (Γ ≈ 3). Similarly high values of ω i (QCISD) and Γ were obtained for reactions of the fluoromethanes. Hence, we conclude that fitting the highlevel PES is the only currently feasible procedure for calculating accurate tunneling factors.
We briefly compare our results with two recent computational studies of OH kinetics. Melissas and Truhlar noted that their computed rate constants for OH + CH 4 exhibited larger curvature in the Arrhenius plot than the experimental values. 22 This can be quantified through the T exponent in the modified Arrhenius expression above, where n ) 3.95 for their work; cf. n ) 3.21 (Table 3 ) in the present calculations. They noted several possible reasons, and it may be that their work yielded too high a tunneling correction. Similarly, Fu et al. 28 investigated the reaction of OH with CHF 3 , and an Arrhenius plot of their results reveals significantly greater curvature than seen experimentally. Their MP2(full)/6-311G(d,p) imaginary frequency of 2466 cm -1 is much higher than our value of 1084 cm -1 (Table 2) and probably leads to an overestimation of tunneling.
The Kinetic Isotope Effect. For reactions involving hydrogen atom transfer, reactant deuteration has a major impact on the rate constants, yielding comparatively large kinetic isotope effects, KIE ) k H /k D (where k H and k D represent the rate constants for proton and deuteron transfer). Dunlop and Tully 29 have measured rate constants for the reactions of both CH 4 and CD 4 with OH and have reported experimental KIE's ranging from 6.8 at 293 K to 2.0 at 800 K; their results are plotted in Figure 5 (squares).
To afford a comparison with the experimental isotope effects, we have computed the temperature dependence of the rate constant for the reaction CD 4 + OH f CD 3 + HOD, using the methods detailed in previous sections. Calculated KIE's using the HF/6-31G(d) imaginary frequencies (section B) are displayed as diamonds in Figure 5 . The kinetic ratios, which vary from 44 (at 293 K) to 3.3 (at 800 K), are much higher than the measured KIE's. This is not surprising, and results directly from the gross overestimation of the tunneling factors (vide supra), which has a greater impact on Γ(H) than on Γ(D). The computed KIE's improve markedly when the rate constants are calculated using the Eckart fit imaginary frequencies (section D). As displayed in the figure (filled circles), the calculated ratio varies between 13.4 and 2.4 over the temperature range for which experimental data are available.
To ascertain the source of residual errors in the computed kinetic isotope effect [KIE(calc) ≈ 2.0KIE(exp) at 293 K], we have determined the individual contributions of each term in the TST expression [Q trans , Q rot , Q vib , Q HIR , Γ, and ZPE] to the computed KIE. 46 Perhaps counter to one's intuitive expectation, the ratio of tunneling factors for the two reactions contributes a relatively small factor of only 1.7 to the calculated kinetic ratio at the lowest experimental temperature, and its impact diminishes rapidly at higher temperatures [e.g., KIE(Γ) < 1.1 at 800 K]. Almost all of the other terms have equally modest contributions to the KIE. 46 The sole exception to this results from the differing vibrational ZPE's for the two reactions. At the lowest temperature, KIE(ZPE) ) 5.3. This large ratio stems from the fact that the difference in ZPE's of the transition state and reactant [∆ZPE ) (ZPE) TS -(ZPE) Rct ] reduces the energy barrier for the CH 4 + OH reaction by 4.0 kJ mol -1 more than for the CD 4 + OH reaction. 47 The correction to the classical energy barrier from vibrational ground-state energies is a relatively small difference between two large numbers. 47 Therefore, since k TST is exponentially dependent upon the barrier height, relatively small errors in computed vibrational frequencies can yield large errors in the computed KIE. For example, if the magnitude of the ZPE correction to the CH 4 + OH reaction is diminished by only 100 cm -1 (or equivalently if the correction to the CD 4 + OH reaction is increased by this amount), then, as shown in Figure  5 (open circles), one obtains virtually quantitative agreement with the experimental kinetic isotope ratio.
This error in the computed KIE cannot be removed simply by increasing the level of vibrational frequency calculation since, as noted above, computed frequencies at the maximum in the moderate level IRC represent only an approximation to frequencies at the interpolated high-level transition state. Fortunately, this error in the computed ZPE has no effect on rate constants computed by the methods described above because the empirical adjustment of the barrier to match calculated and experimental rate constants at 298 K will correct for errors in both the classical energy barrier and the vibrational ZPE.
Summary and Conclusions
Transition states for the hydrogen atom abstraction reactions by the OH radical from CH 4 and the three fluoromethanes were located at the HF/6-31G(d) and MP2(full)/6-31G(d) levels, and the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) intrinsic reaction coordinate was obtained. Rate constants initially were calculated using the Hartree-Fock frequencies and MP2 moments of inertia and G2 energy barriers calculated via the standard transition-state theory equation with the tunneling factor calculated using a onedimensional Eckart potential. Calculated rate constants were too high by approximately 1 order of magnitude at room temperature. Adjustment of the energy barrier to effect agreement between experimental and calculated rate constants at 298 K yielded Arrhenius plots that exhibited significantly greater curvature than measured rate constants.
Acquisition of high-level (G2) energies at various points along the IRC revealed that the breadth of the barrier is markedly greater than predicted by the HF/6-31G(d) imaginary frequency. The G2 PES was fit by an Eckart function to obtain new values for the barrier maximum and for ω i . When these values were used to calculate the rate constants, it was found that k TST < k expt but that lowering the barrier height (by an average of 4.7 kJ/mol for the four reactions) yields calculated rate constants that are in excellent agreement with experiment at all temperatures.
